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ABSTRACT 

During the last years efforts have been made in order to define suitable 

bivariate and multivariate extensions of the univariate IFR, IFRA, NBU 

NBUE and DMRL classes (with duals) of life distributions. In this paper 

we suggest two new bivariate NBUE (NWUE) and several bivariate HNBUE 

(HNWUE) definitions. Furthermore, we discuss some of the classes of multi

variate life distributions proposed by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977). 

We also study two bivariate shock models. Suppose that two devices are 

subjected to shocks of some kind. Let P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., denote 

the probability that the devices survive k^ and k2 shocks, respectively, 

and let T. denote the time to failure of device number j, j = 1,2, and 

let H(t^,t2) = P(T^ > t^,T2 > t2)• We study the shock models by Marshall 

and Olkin and by Buchanan and Singpurwalla and give sufficient conditions, 

containing P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., under which H.(t^,t2) is bivariate 

NBU (NWU), bivariate NBUE (NWUE) and bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) of different 

forms. 





1. 

1. Introduction and summary 

There are several univariate classes of life distributions (i.e. distribu

tion functions F with F(0 ) =0) based on notions of aging. The most 

well-known of these are the IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE and DMRL classes 

(with duals DFR, DFRA, NWU, NWUE and IMRL, respectively); see e.g. Haines 

(1973) and Barlow and Proschan (1975). Recently another class, named HNBUE 

(with dual HNWUE), was introduced by Rolski (1975) and further studied by 

Klefsjö (.1977, 1979, 1980a, 1980b). Between these classes of life distribu

tions the following implications (but no other) hold. 

HNBUE 

(HNWUE) 

(IMRL) 

Many biological and engineering systems consist of components for which 

an assumption that the life lengths are independent is unrealistic. There

fore it is of great interest to get suitable bivariate and multivariate ex

tensions of the univariate aging properties mentioned. In each case several 

definitions are possible. 

The first proposals of multivariate extensions were made in the IFR case; 

see Harris (1970), Brindley and Thompson (1972), Marshall (1975) and Block 

(1975) for different definitions. A brief survey was given by Block (1977a). 

Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) also gave four definitions of multi

variate IFR. But their definitions are identical to some of the proposals 

given by Marshall (1975) and one of them is also identical to the defini

tion of multivariate IFR given by Brindley and Thompson (1972). 

IFRA 
v 

NBU 

(DFRA) 7 (NWU) 

(1.1) NBUE 

(NWUE) 

DMRL 



Multivariate IFRA definitions have been suggested by Buchanan and Sing-

purwalla (1977), Block (1977a) and Esary and Marshall (1979). 

In the NBU, NBUE and DMRL cases some multivariate proposals were made 

by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977). In the NBU case one definition was 

also given by Marshall and Shaked (1979a). 

As far as this author knows, no extensions have been published in the 

HNBUE case. 

In this paper we shall study some NBU, NBUE, DMRL and HNBUE definitions 

(and their duals). We shall, for technical reasons, mainly discuss the bi

variate situation. However, much of what is said can be extended to the 

multivariate situation in a rather obvious way. 

In Section 2 we shall present some of the previous bivariate NBU, NBUE 

and DMRL definitions. We also give some new bivariate NBUE (NWUE) and bi

variate HNBUE (HNWUE) definitions. 

In Section 3 we shall discuss some of the classes of multivariate life 

distributions proposed by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977). 

In Section 4 we shall study two bivariate shock models. Suppose that two 

devices, I and II say, are subjected to shocks of some kind and let S^(t^) 

and Sjj(t2) denote the number of shocks which the two devices have received 

up to ^ and t2, respectively. Further, let P(k1,k2) denote the proba

bility that device I survives k^ shocks and device II survives k2 

shocks. If and denote the life lengths of the two devices then 

(TlfT2) has the survival function H(t1,t2) = P(TX > t^T^ > t2) given by 

OO 00 

H(t1,t2) = E E P(SI(t1) -k1,SII(t2) =k2)P(krk2) . 
k^-0 0 

We shall study H(t^,t2) under the Marshall-01kin and the Buchanan-Singpur-

walla Shock Models (with terminology from Block (1977b)) and give sufficient 

conditions, containing P(k1,k2), k^^ = 0,1,2,..., under which H(t1,t2) 

is bivariate NBU (NWU), bivariate NBUE (NWUE) and bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) of 

different forms. 



3. 

2. Some definitions of bivariate aging properties 

2.1 Some previous definitions 

There are several possibilities to generalize the univariate aging 

properties to the bivariate and multivariate situations. The defini

tions can be based on quite different requirements. This is illustrated 

very well in the papers by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) and Esary and 

Marshall (1979). 

The multivariate definitions given by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) 

are dictated by the following requirements: 

(i) The definitions should be based upon conditions imposed upon the joint 

survival function, rather than on the corresponding random variables. 

(ii) The definitions should coincide with the established definitions in 

the case of a single variable. 

(iii) The definitions should lead to a chain of implications which is ana

logous to the chain of implications between the corresponding univariate 

classes; see (1.1). 

(iv) The arguments which prompt the definitions should be natural extensions 

of those used to define the various univariate definitions. 

In contrast to these requirements Esary and Marshall (1979) gave six multi

variate IFRA definitions which are not based upon requirements on the joint 

survival function but on generalizations of those reliability properties 

which explain why the univariate IFRA concept is so important; e.g. that 

coherent systems have IFRA. life distributions whenever their components have 

independent life lengths with IFRA life distributions. Further, Esary and 

Marshall (1979) had no ambition to keep (iii) true and did not discuss any 

connections with the different classes, of multivariate IFR life distributions. 



With (i) - (iv) as a starting-point Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) 

proposed several multivariate generalizations of the univariate aging pro

perties. Definition 2.1 below contains their NBU (NWU), NBUE (NWUE) and 

DMRL (IMRL) definitions in the bivariate case. 

Definition 2.1 also includes a bivariate version of the NBU (NWU) defi

nition given by Marshall and Shaked (1979a). Since this definition is based 

on the concept similarly ordered vectors we have named the property NBU-SIM 

(NWU-SIM). Recall that two vectors (a^,a2,.•.,a^) and (b^,b2,•••,h^) 

are similarly ordered if 

(a^-a^)(b^-bj) > 0 for i,j = 1,2,...,k 

(see Hardy, Littlewood and Polya (1952), p. 43). 

We shall say that F(t^,t2) is a bivariate life distribution and 

^^tl»t2^ t*ie corresPonc^nê survival function if there are non-negative 

random variables and £2 f°r which 

P(Ç1<t1,Ç2<t2) = F(trt2) 

and 

P(Ç1>t1,Ç2>t2) - F(t1,t2). 

We shall, throughout this paper, suppose that the moments satisfy 

CO CO 

SS tÌ"tÌdF(t. ,t„) < « for i,j = 0,1 
0 0 

(although this is not necessary in all cases). We also suppose that 

F(0,0) >0. 

DEFINITION 2.1 Let F(t^,t2) be a bivariate life distribution with 

survival function F(t^,t2) and let S = {(t^,t2): F(t^,t2) > 0}. 

Then F(t^,t2) and F(t^,t2) are said to be (or to have) 

NBU-VS if F(x1+t1,x2+t2) < F(x1,x2)F(t1,t2) for every (x^x^ > 0 

and (t1,t2) > 0; 

NBU-S if F(xj+t,x2+t).- < F(x1,x2)F(t,t) for every (x^,x2) > 0 

and t > 0; 



NBU-W if F(x+t1,x+t2) <F(x,x)F(t1,t2) for every x>0 and (t1,t2)>0; 

N B U - V W  i f  F ( x + t , x + t )  <  F ( x , x ) F ( t , t )  f o r  e v e r y  x > 0  a n d  t > 0  ;  

NBU-SIM if F(x1+t1,x2+t2) < F(x1,x2)F(t1,t2) for every (x^x^ > 0 and 

(t^,t2) > 0 for which (x^-x^(t]~t2) > 0 ; 

00 00 00 00 

NBUE-VS if f f F(x1+t1,x0+t0)dt1dt.<F(x ,x ) / f F(t1 ,t„)dt,dt2 
0 0  i Z 0 0  

for every (x^,x2) >0 ; 

00 oo 

NBUE-S if / F(x.+t,x_+t)dt < F(x ,x„) / F(t,t)dt for every (x.. ,x„) > 0; 
Q 0 
oo oo oo 00 

NBUE-W if f f FCx+ÜT,x+t„)dt1dt0<F(x,x) f f »tjdt-.dt, for every 
oo 1 2 1 oo 

X > 0 ; 

DMRL-S 

NBUE-VW if / F(x+t,x+t)dt < F(x,x) / F(t,t)dt for every x>0; 
0 " 0 

DMRL-VS if Gì F(x1+t1,x2+t2>dt1dt2^/F(x1}x2) is decreasing in x^ 

and x2 on S ; 

/°° _ \ _ 

if ^ / F(x1+t,x2+t)dt J/FCx^.x 2) is decreasing in x^ and 

x2 on S ; 

y 00 00 v 

DMRL-W if ^ / / F(x+t^,x+t2)dt^dt2J / F(x,x) is decreasing in x on S ; 

if ^ / F(x+t,x+t)dt ̂ /F(x,x) is decreasing in x on S. DMRL-VW 

By reversing the first inequality in each definition and changing decrea

sing to increasing we get definitions of the corresponding dual properties. 

We shall say that F(t^,t2) and F(t^,t2) are jointly V-* if F(t^,t2) 

is V-# and the marginal distributions are (univariate) V. Here V denotes 

NBU (NWU), NBUE (NWUE) or DMRL (IMRL) and * denotes VS, S, W, VW or SIM. • 

The definitions by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) are equal to those 

named "jointly V-*" in Definition 2.1. 



6. 

As was mentioned by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) the NBU-S (NWU-S) 

and NBU-W (NWU-W) definitions are equivalent. 

The main reason for Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) to add the suffices 

VS (=Very Strong), S (=Strong), W (=Weak) and VW (=Very Weak) was that they 

thought that the chain 

(2.1) jointly V-VS «* jointly V-S •» jointly V-W •+• jointly V-VW 

of implications is true, where V denotes IFR (DFR), IFRA (DFRA), NBU (NWU), 

NBUE (NWUE) or DMRL (IMRL). However, as we shall see in Section 3, this is 

not the case. 

We now present bivariate extensions of the univariate discrete NBU (NWU), 

NBUE (NWUE) and DMRL (IMRL) properties for survival probabilities. These are 

very natural but, as far as this author knows, they have not been published 

before. 

We shall say that P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., is a discrete bivariate 

life distribution and P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., the corresponding sur -

vivai probabilities if there are non-negative, integer valued random 

variables £, and £„ for which 
i 2 

P(Ç1<k1,Ç2<k2) = P(k1,k2) for k^^ « 0,1,2,... 

and 

P(^l>kl'^2>k2^ = ^(ki>k2^ for ki'k2 = • 

We shall suppose that P(0,0) > 0 and that the moments satisfy 

00 CO 

E E k^k^dP(k, ,k_) < °° for i,j = 0,1. 
kx=0 k2=0 

DEFINITION 2.2 A discrete bivariate life distribution and the corres

ponding survival probabilities P(k^,k2)> k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., with 

S = {(k^,k2): P(k^,k2) > 0} are said to be (or to have) 

discrete NBU-VS if P(jj+k^,j2+k2) - p(ii>i2)p(lci»k2^ for every 

(jl»j2^ - 0 and (k!»k2) - °» 



disovete NBU-S if P^+k.jj+k) < P(j1,j2)P(k,k) for every (j1,j2> > 0 

and k > 0; 

dieaVete NBU-W if P(j+k1,j+k2) < P(j,j)P(k1,k2) for every j > 0 and 

(klfk2) > 0; 

discrete NBU-W if P(j+k,j+k) < Ptj ,j)P(k,k) for every j > 0 and k > 0; 

disavete NBU-SIM if PCj-j+k^j2+k2) < P(j,j2)P(kx,k2) for every (j1,j2> > 0 

and (k1,k2) > 0 for which (jj2)(k^—k^) > 0\ 

OO OO 00 00 

discrete NBUE-VS if Z Z P^^k. ,j9+k9) < P(j-.,j9) Z E P(k..,k9) 
k1=o k2=0 1122 12 ki=0 k2=o 

for every (j1,j2) >0; 

oo 00 
disavete NBUE-S if E P(j_+k,j9+k) < P(jn,j9) E P(k,k) for every 

k=0 1 ~ k=0 

QV32) > 0; 

OO OO 00 00 

disavete NBUE-W if E E P(j+k ,j+k9) < P(j,j) E E P(k1,k„) 
kx=0 k2=0 • kx-0 k2=0 

for everey j > 0; 

disavete NBUE-VW if Z P(j+k,j+k) < P(j,j) Z P(k,k) for every j > 0; 
k=0 " k=0 

00 OO 

disavete DMRIr-VS if E Z ?(j,+k1 ,j9+k9)/P(j. ,j„) is decreasing in j. 
kx=o k2=o 1 1 

and j 2 on S ; 

disovete DMRL-S if Z P(j-.+k,j9+k)/P(j1 ,j9) is decreasing in j. and j„ 
k=0 1 

on S; 

OO OO 

disovete DMRL-W if Z Z P(j+k1,j+k9)/P(j,j) is decreasing in j on S; 
kfO kf0 

00 

discrete DMRL-VW if E P(j+k,j+k)/P(j,j) is decreasing in j on S. 
k=0 

By reversing the first inequality in each definition and changing decreasing 

to increasing we get definitions of the corresponding dual properties. 
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If P(k^,k2), kpk2 = 0,1,2,..., is discrete V-* and the marginal 

survival probabilities are (univariate) discrete V we shall say that 

P(k1,k2), k̂ ^ = 0,1,2,..., and P(k]L,k2), k^^ - 0,1,2,..., are 

jointly disovete V-*. Here V denotes NBU (NWU), NBUE (NWUE) or DMRL 

(IMRL) and * denotes VS, S, W, VW or SIM. a 

The definitions of discrete NBU-S (discrete NWU-S) and discrete NBU-W 

(discrete NWU-W) are equivalent. 

If F(t1,t2) is NBU-VS or NBU-SIM then the marginal survival functions 

are NBU since they in these cases are equal to F(t^,0) and F(0,t^). 

The corresponding is true in the NWU-VS and NWU-SIM cases if F(0,0) = 1. 

The situation is analogous for the discrete NBU (discrete NWU) properties 

in Definition 2.2. Also note that 

NBU-VS 

(NWU-VS) 

NBU-SIM 

(NWU-SIM) 

NBU-S(W) 

(NWU-S(W)) 

The corresponding implications hold between the discrete properties, 

2.2 Two new bivariate NBUE (NWUE) definitions 

DEFINITION 2.3 A bivariate life distribution F(t^,t2) and its survival 

function F(t^,t2) are said to be 

OO OO 

NBUE-SS if (i) f F(x1+t1,x2+t2)dt2 < F^.Xj) I F(t1,t2)dt2 
fci h 

for 0 < x^ < x2 and t^ > 0; 

and 

(ii) / F(x1+t1,x2+t2)dt1 < F(x1,x2) f F(t1,t2)dt1  
f c2 t2 

for 0 < x^ < x2 and t2 > 0; 

NBUE-SW if f f F^+t^x2+t2)dt1dt2 < F(x1,x2) / I F(t1,t2)dt1dt2, 
A(x) A(X) 

where A(x) = {(t^.t,,): (x^-x^ (tj-t2) > 0}. 
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By reversing the inequalities between the integrals we get definitions 

of the corresponding dual properties. 

We shall say that F(t1,t2> and FCt^t^ are jointly V-# if F^,^) 

is V-* and the marginal distributions are (univariate) V. • 

We note that the set A(x) over which we integrate in the NBUE-SW case 

consists of those (t^,t2) which are similarly ordered to (x^,x2). In the 

NBUE-SS case we integrate over those t^ i-n (i) and ^ in (ü) » respec-

tively, for which (t^,t2) is similarly ordered to (x^,X2). Furthermore, 

the implication 

NBUE-SS 

(NWUE-SS) 

NBUE-SW 

(NWUE-SW) 

is easily seen to hold. These are the reasons for the suffices SW (=Similarly 

ordered, Weak) and SS (=Similarly ordered, Strong). 

These bivariate NBUE (NWUE) classes have the following properties. 

If F(tpt2) is NBUE-SS then the marginal distributions are NBUE. This 

follows by letting Xj^ = ^ = 0 in (i) and x2 = t2 = 0 in (ii) . The corres

ponding is true in the NWUE-SS case if F(0,0) = 1. 

In the univariate case a life distribution which is both IFR and DFR 

(IFRA and DFRA, NBU and NWU, NBUE and NWUE, DMRL and IMRL, or HNBUE and HNWUE) 

is an exponential distribution. If F(t^,t2) is a life distribution for which 

(2.3) F(x1+t1,x2+t2) = F(x1,x2)F(t1,t2) if (x1~x2)(tj-tj) t 0 

then it can be proved (cf. Marshall and Shaked (1979a)) that F(t^,t2) = 

exp(-X1t1-\2t2~^;L2max(ti»t2^ ' tl't2 - °* i,e* F(t1»t2) is the bivariate 

exponential distribution (BVE) defined by Marshall and Olkin (1967). Since 

a life distribution for which (2.3) holds is both jointly NBUE-SS and jointly 

NWUE-SS the boundary class includes the class of BVE. The BVE has some natural 
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properties to which we shall return in Section 2.3. 

The jointly NBUE-SS (jointly NWUE-SS) class includes the jointly NBU-SIM 

(jointly NWU-SIM) class. Although we do not think it should be a requirement 

that the chain (2.1) of implications should hold in the bivariate situation, 

it is of course no disadvantage if so is the case. 

The jointly NBUE-SW (jointly NWUE-SW) class also includes the jointly 

NBU-SIM (jointly NWU-SIM) class. The boundary class between jointly NBUE-SW 

and jointly NWUE-SW includes the BVE class. Also note that the NBUE-SW 

(NWUE-SW) property implies the NBUE-W (NWUE-W) property. 

We shall now give discrete versions of the NBUE definitions. 

DEFINITION 2.4 A discrete bivariate life distribution and the corres

ponding survival probabilities P(k^,k2), k ,̂k2 = 0,1,2,..., are said to be 

00 00 

disarete NBUE-SS if (i) E Hj-j+k.^,j2+k2) < P(j]_»j2) 2 P(k1,k2) 
k2=k1 k2=kl 

for 0 < j x < j2; 

and 

(ii) 

discrete NBUE-SW if (i) 

and 

(ii) 

E P(j1+k1,j2+k2) < P(j1,j2) ^ E P(1c^,k2) 

kl=k2 

for 0 < j2 < jx; 

kl"k2 

E E P(j1+k1,j2+k2) < P(j1,j2) E E P(k .kj) 

kl-k2 

for 0 < < J2» 

klik2 

E E P(j1+k1,j2+k2) < P(j1,j2) E E P(k1}k2) 

k2-kl 

for 0 < j2 < j.. 

k2-kl 
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By reversing the inequalities between sums we get definitions of 

the corresponding dual properties. 

We shall say that P(k^,k2), k ,̂k2 = 0,1,2,..., and P(k^,k2)> = 

0,1,2,..., are jointly disavete V-* if P(k^,k2), k^,k£ = 0,1,2,..., is 

V-* and the marginal survival probabilities are (univariate) V. • 

If P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., is discrete NBUE-SS (discrete NWUE-SS 

with P(0,0) = 1) then the marginal survival probabilities are discrete 

NBUE (discrete NWUE). 

2.3 Bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) definitions 

In the univariate situation a life distribution F and its survival function 

— OO — 
F with finite mean y = /^ F(x)dx are said to be harmonic new better 

(worse) than used in expectation3 HNBUE (HNWUE), if 

OO 00 

(2.4) / F(x)dx < (>) S G(x)dx for t > 0, 
t t 

where G(x) - exp(-x/y), x > 0. This class of life distributions was intro

duced by Rolski (1975) and was further studied by Kiefsjö (1977, 1979, 1980a, 

1980b). The HNBUE (HNWUE) class of life distributions properly contains the 

NBUE (NWUE) class. 

Looking for a bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) definition it seems natural to 

compare a suitable integral of F(t1,t2) with the corresponding integral 

of a bivariate exponential distribution. There are, however, several 

bivariate exponential distributions; i.e. distributions for which both 

the marginal distributions are exponential. For a summary of such exponen

tial distributions see e.g. Johnson and Kotz (1972) and Block (1975). 

However, the most useful of these bivariate exponential distributions 

seems to be the one defined by Marshall and Olkin (1967), named BVE, with 

the survival function 

(2.5) G(t^,t2) = exp(-X^t1-X2t2-X12max(t^,t2)) for t^,t2 > 0 . 

Here X^,X2 and X^2 are non-negative constants with ^i+^2+^12 > 
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reason for the importance of the BVE is that it arises form a variety of 

plausible models and has some fundamental properties. 

Suppose that Z^(t), and Z^(t) are three independent, homo

geneous Poisson processes with intensities X^, an(* ^12 ' respectively. 

Further, suppose that these processes govern shocks on two units, I and II 

say, in such a manner that a shock from destroys unit I, a shock 

from Z2 destroys unit II and a shock from Z^ destroys them both. 

If U^, and U^2 denote the time to the first shock in Z^, Z2 and 

^12' resPectively» an<* ^ and T2 denote the random life lengths of the 

two units we get that = minCU^U^) an<* T2 = minO^jU^) » It follows 

that the joint survival function of (1^,12) is given by (2.5); cf. Barlow 

and Proschan, Chapter 5. This can be thought of as a bivariate extension 

of the univariate situation in which the waiting times between events in a 

homogeneous Poisson process are exponentially distributed. 

Another important feature of the univariate exponential distribution is 

its loss of memory, i.e. that the survival function G(t) = exp(-Xt), t > 0, 

satisfies 

(2.6) G(s+t) = G(s)G(t) for s,t > 0. 

This means that the probability of survival for additional s units of time 

for a component of age t is the same as that of a new component. It is 

easily seen that the BVE satisfies a form of bivariate loss of memory given 

by 

(2.7) F(s^+t,s2+t) = F(s^,s;i)F(t,t) for s^,s2»t > 0. 

This equality means that the joint survival probability of a pair of compo

nents each of age t is the same as that of a pair of new components. 

In fact the BVE is the only bivariate distribution with exponential margi

nals for which (2.7) holds; for this and other properties of the BVE see 

e.g. Barlow and Proschan (1975), Chapter 5. 
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We shall now give six definitions of bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) life dist

ributions. Since four of them are analogous to the NBUE (NWUE) definitions 

by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) and the other two to our new NBUE (NWUE) 

definitions we have used the same suffices as in these definitions. 

DEFINITION 2.5 A bivariate life distribution F(t^,t2) and its survival 

function F(t^,t2) are said to be 

00 00 00 00 

HNBUE-VS if / / F(x1+t1 ,x9+t9)dt-dt„ < / / G(x1+t, ,x?+t(>)dt1 dt-
00 00 i i * * i ^ 

for x^,x2 > 0; 

00 oo 

HNBUE-S if / F(x.+t,x9+t)dt < / G(x1+t,x„+t)dt 
0 L " 0 1 2 

for x1}x2 > 0 ; 

00 00 00 00 
HNBUE-W if / / FU+t^x+tJdt.dt, < / / G(x+t, ,x+t0)dtldto 

0  0  1 / 1  I  -  o  o  1  2  1 2  

for X > 0 ; 

00 00 

HNBUE-VW if / F(x+t,x+t)dt < / G(x+t,x+t)dt 
0 " 0 

for X > 0 ; 

00 oo 

HNBUE-SS if (i) / F(x.,x,+t)dt < / G(x,,x0+t)dt 
0 ~ 0 

for 0 < x^ < x2 ; 

and 

HNBUE-SW if 

(ii) / F(x,+t,x,)dt < / G(x1+t,x0)dt 
0 1 Z ~ 0 1 1 

for 0 < x2 < Xj^ ; 

where A(x) = {(tj.tj): (Xj-*2) (^-t^ > 0} . 
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In all cases 

G(t1,t2) = exp(-X1t1-X2t2-X12max(t1,t2)) for > 0, 

where X^, X2 and X^2 are such that 

00 00 

(2.8) / GCt-.O)^ = / F(t ,,0)dt 
0 0 

00 00 

(2.9) / G(0,t,)dt / F(Oft9)dt, 
0 0 

and 

OO 00 oo oo 

(2.10) I / G( t-.tJdt.dt,. - / / F(t- ,t_)dt- dt„ . 
0 0  w  1  z  0 0  i z i z .  

By reversing the inequalities between the integrals we get definitions 

of the corresponding dual properties. 

We shall say that F(t1,t2) and F(t1,t2) are jointly V-* if F^.t^ 

is V-* and the marginal distributions are (univariate) V. • 

The conditions (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) imply that 

yi + y? 1 (2.11) X, = ——t - _L 
1 w12 v 2 

yl + y? 1 (2.12) X0 = 1 2 1 

2 yi2 yi 

where 

— f F(t ,0)dt , V2 — f F(0,t_)dt~ and y. „ = / / F(t,,t0)dt.dt0, 
Q  1 1  Z 0  1  L  0  0  1 2 1 2  

Figure 2.1 on p. 15 gives the implications which certainly hold between 

the different classes of bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) life distributions. The 

same implications hold between the corresponding jointly HNBUE (jointly 

HNWUE) classes. 
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HNBUE-•SS 

(HNWUE-•SS) 

4 

HNBUE--SW 

(HNWUE--SW) 

HNBUE-VS 

(HNWUE-VS) 

4 

HNBUE-W 

(HNWUE-W) 

HNBUE-S 

(HNWUE-S) 

4 

HNBUE-VW 

(HNWUE-VW) 

Figure 2,1 Implications between classes of bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) 

life distributions. 

If F(t^^2) is HNBUE-VS or HNBUE-SS then the marginal survival func

tions are HNBUE. In the SS case this is seen by letting x^ = 0 in (i) 

and X2 = 0 in (ii). In the VS case it follows from a more general result 

by Bergmann (1978). The corresponding is true in the HNWUE-VS case and the 

HNWUE-SS case if F(0,0) « 1. 

As far as the boundary classes between HNBUE-* and HNWUE-* are concerned 

we have the results in Table 2.1. The situation is the same for the jointly 

HNBUE-* and jointly HNWUE-* classes. For life distributions with exponential 

minimums, see Esary and Marshall (1974). 

* Boundary distributions 

VS BVE 

S contains BVE 

w contains BVE 

VW exponential minimums 

ss BVE 

sw contains BVE 

Table 2.1 Boundary classes between HNBUE-* and HNWUE-* classes. 
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2.4 Some discrete bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) definitions 

In the univariate case a discrete distribution with survival probabilities 

P(k), k a 0,1,2 and finite mean y = Z~_QP(k) is named discrete HNBUE 

(diserete HNWUE) if 

00 00 

X P(j) < (>) I Q(j) for k - 0, 1, 2, ..., 
j=k j=k 

•a 

where Q(k) = (1-1/y) , k = 0, 1, 2, ..., are the survival probabilities 

of a geometric distribution with the same mean as P(k),k = 0,1,2,... ; see 

Kiefsjö (1977). 

Looking for discrete bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) definitions it seems natural 

to compare the survival probabilities P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., in a 

suitable way with the survival probabilities Q(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., 

of a bivariate geometric distribution. As in the exponential case, there 

are several bivariate geometric distributions; see e.g. Bates and Neyman 

(1952), Paulson and Uppuluri (1972), Hawkes (1972), Esary and Marshall 

(1973, 1975) and Arnold (1975). We choose the following one, which we name 

BVG; see e.g. Esary and Marshall (1973). 

DEFINITION 2.6 A discrete bivariate life distribution and the correspon

ding survival probabilities Q(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2 are said to be 

BVG with paramaters pQ(), pQ1, p1Q and pu (where P00+P0i+Pio+pll=1» 

Poi+Pi^1 and Pio+pn<:L> if 

k  ̂"~lc 

Pll^Ol^lP 21 for 0 - kl - k2 
Q(k1,k2) = 

k2, krk 2 
pll(p10+pll) for 0 - k2 - V 

The reason for choosing the BVG is primarily that the BVG has some pro

perties which are analogous to properties of the BVE. For instance the disc

rete counterpart , 
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Q(k1+n,k2+n) - Q̂ ^QOi.n) for k^k^n > 0 , 

to the bivariate loss of memory (2.7) characterizes the BVG in the same 

way as (2.7) does with the BVE. Furthermore, there is a discrete correspon

dence to the shock model described on pp. 11-12 which gives rise to the BVG 

as a survival function (see Block (1977b)). For further analogies between 

the BVG and the BVE, see e.g. Esary and Marshall (1975). 

DEFINITION 2.7 A discrete bivariate life distribution and the corresponding 

survival probabilities P(k^,k2), k^^ = 0,1,2,..., are Said to be 

00 00 00 00 

discrete HNBUE-VS if E E P(jn+kn,j,+k.) < E E Q(j,+k..,j9+k„) 
k1=0 k2=0 1 1 kx=0 k2=0 

for ^ > 0,j2 > 0 ; 

00 00 

disarete HNBUE-S if E P(j,+k,j9+k) < E Q(j,+k,j9+k) 
k=0 1 ~k=0 

for j1 > 0,j2 > 0 ; 

00 00 00 00 

discrete HNBUE-W if EE P(j+k, , j+k„) < E E Q(j+k1 ,j+k2) 
kx=0 k2=0 "k1=0 k2=0 

for j > 0 ; 

00 00 

discrete HNBUE-VW if E P(j+k,j+k) < E Q(j+k,j+k) for j >0; 
k=0 ~k=0 

00 00 

discrete EBBUE-SS if (i) E P(j ,j +k)< ÉQ(j,,j»+k) for 0 < j. < j„ ; 
k=0 1 ~k=0 

and 

(ii) E P(j,+k,j9)< E Q( j -, +k, j _) for 0 < j„ < j. ; 
k=0 1 "k=0 
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discrete HNBUE-SW if (i) E E P(j1+k1,j2+k2> < E E QCjj+k^jj+kj) 
kl<k2 "k1<k2 

for 0 5 ̂  5 i2> 

and 

(ii) E E P(j1+k1,j2+k2) < E E Q(j1+k1,j2+k2) 

k2-kl k2-kl 

for 0 < J2 - ii* 

In all the cases Q(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., are the survival probabilities 

of the BVG for which 

00 00 

(2.14) E Q(k ,0) = E P(k ,0) , 
k1=0 1 kx=0 1 

00 00 

(2.15) E Q(0,k ) = E P(0,k ) 
k2=° k2=0 

and 

00 OO 00 00 

(2.16) E E Q(k.,k„) = E E P(k ,k ) . 
k1=0 k2=0 L kx=0 k2=0 

By reversing the inequalities between the sums we get definitions of 

the corresponding dual properties. 

We shall say that the discrete bivariate life distribution and its sur

vival probabilities are jointly discrete V-* if P(k1,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,.. 

is discrete V-* and the marginal survival probabilities are discrete V. 

The conditions (2.14), (2.15) and (2.16) imply that 

Yi + Yo ~ 1 i 
(2.17) p1ft = -1 1 L 

10 ^12 Ti 

Yi+Tr,"1 , 
<2-18> ^ 

(2.19) Pjl - 1-
^12 ' 

00 00 

where y, = E P(k],0),Y„= E P(0,k„) and y_, = E E P(k.,k0) 
k1"0 k2=0 2 12 k1=0 k2=0 1 2 
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These discrete HNBUE (HNWUE) classes have properties corresponding to 

those given on p. 15 . 

3. The aging properties by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) 

The main reason for Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) to add the suffices 

VS, S, W and VW to IFR (DFR), IFRA (DFRA) , NBU (NWU), NBUE (NWUE) and 

DMRL (IMRL) was that they thought that the cha in (2.1) of implications 

is true. (If any of the implications could be reversed was not discussed.) 

However, we shall prove that the chain (2.1)is not true in the NBUE and 

DMRL cases. The only implications which in all cases hold are 

(3.1) 7-VS =• V-W 

and 

(3.2) V-S V-VW . 

Set 

F(t) = 

1 for 0 < t < 1 

1/2 for 1 < t < 3 

0 for t > 3 . 

Then F(t) is NBUE (cf. Barlow and Proschan (1975), p. 183). Now suppose 

that T^ and T2 are independent random variables with survival functions 

P(T^>t) = P(T2>t) = F(t) . Then the bivariate variable (T^,T2) has the 

survival function P(T1 > t^^ > t2) = F(t1,t2) = F(tj_)F(t2) for which 

OO 

/ (F(l,l)F(t,t) - F( l+t,l+t)}dt = 4" < 0. 
0 8 

This means that F(tpt2) is not NBUE-VW and accordingly not NBUE-S (cf. 

(3.2)). But F(t1,t2) is NBUE-VS (and therefore NBUE-W; cf. (3.1)) since 

it follows from the univariate NBUE property and the independence that 

OO OO 00 OO 

F(x,,x2) / / F(tT,t9)dt.dt9-{F(x1)./F(t1)dt1>{F(xJ/F(t0)dt0} > 
0  0  0  1 1  0  2  2  "  

{°° -N /-OO  ̂ 00 00 



This example proves that 

jointly NBUE-VS +• jointly NBUE-S 

jointly NBUE-W + jointly NBUE-VW 

jointly NBUE-W jointly NBUE-S 

jointly NBUE-VS 4 jointly NBUE-VW. 

Now study the bivariate survival function F(t^,t2) with values 

according to Figure 3.1 and with (/29Ö-15)/5 < a < /Ï-1 and 2a + b 

^ t2 

0 • 0 0 o • 0 0 ' 
» « 

0 
» * 

0 
• 

0 0 ' 0 0 0 

a a a a a a a a a a a a 0 

a a a a a a a a a a a a 0 

a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b 0 

1 1 1 1 1 a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b a+b 0 
k». 

10 12 

Figure 3.1 Values of a survival function F(t^,t2). 

Then it can be proved that the marginal distributions of F(t^,t2) are 

(univariate) NBUE and that F(t^,t2) is NBUE-VW. Since 

oo oo oo oo 
F(l,l) f f F(t-,t9)dt.dt„ < I S F(l+t-,l+t_)dt-dt„ 

0 0  1  0 0  

it follows that F(t^,t2) is not NBUE-W. Therefore 

jointly NBUE-VW +• jointly NBUE-W 

Furthermore , F(t^,t2) is not NBUE-S since 

OO OO 
F (5,0) / F(t,t)dt < f F(5+t,0+t)dt 

0 0 

Accordingly, 

jointly NBUE-VW + jointly NBUE-S . 
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We also get that 

jointly NBUE-VW ± . jointly NBUE-VS . 

Let F(t^,t2) be the survival function with values according to 

Figure 3.2 and with a < 1/16. 

k 

o ! 
« 

: 0 : 
> « 

: 0 : : 0 i ; 0 

a a a 0 0 

2a 2a 2a a 0 

1 1 2a a 0 

1 1 2a a 0 

2 3 4 't 

Figure 3.2 Values of a survival 

function F(tpt2). 

Then F(t^,t2) is not NBUE-VS since 

F(0,2) / / F(x1,x9)dx1dx9 < f f F(0+x1,2+x2)dx.dx2 . 
00 00 

However, it can be proved that F(t^,t2) is both NBUE-S and NBUE-W and 

that the marginal distributions are (univariate) NBUE. This proves that 

jointly NBUE-S ± jointly NBUE-VS 

and 

jointly NBUE-W •¥ jointly NBUE-VS . 

Figure 3.3 on p. 22 summarizes (3.1), (3.2) and the counterexamples given. 

The only implication which is still an open question is whether "jointly 

NBUE-S »» jointly NBUE-W" is true or not. Although we have not found any 

counterexample we can not see any reason why this implication should be true. 



jointly 

NBUE-VS 

#4 

=&• 
<3= 

» \ 
% 

jointly 

NBUE-S 

« 
jointly 

NBUE-W 

=$> 

<#= 

Figure 3.3 

Now turn to the DMRL case. Let 

( -t 

(3.3) F(t) = -

e for 0 < t < 1 
-1 

0 

for 1 < t < 2 

for t > 2 . 

jointly 

NBUE-VW 

Then F(t) is DMRL. But if T^ and T 2 are independent and both have the 

survival function (3.3), then the survival function F(t^,t2) of (T^,T2) 

is not DMRL-VW since 

F(t,t) t 
•/ F(x,x)<£x = 

(exp(2t-2) + 1) for 0 < t < 1 

2- t for 1 < t < 2 

But in the same way as in the NBUE case we can prove, by using the in

dependence and the univariate DMRL property, that F(t^,t2) is DMRL-VS. 

Together with (3.1) and (3.2) this gives the situation in Figure 3.4. 

jointly 

DMRL-VS 

4 % 

jointly 

DMRL-S 

I 

jointly 

DMRL-W 
=fc> 

Figure 3.4 

jointly 

DMRL-VW 
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At the moment we have 110 counterexamples proving that other implications 

do not hold in the DMRL situation. However, the integration argument given 

by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1975) for the chain (2.1) to hold is not cor

rect and we cannot see why other implications than (3.1) and (3.2) should 

hold. We have not studied the NWUE and ÏMRL cases but the arguments given 

by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1975) are not correct and only the obvious 

implications (3.1) and (3.2) have been proved so far. 

From our examples it follows that the situation between the (non-jointly) 

NBUE and DMRL classes is the same as in Figures 3.3 and 3.4. 

One of the properties which Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977, p.342) 

wanted their survival functions to have is the following: 

(Pg): If the survival function of (T^,T2»...»T^) is jointly V-* (where 

V denotes IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE or DMRL (or dual) and * denotes VS, S, 

W or VWl and J^, i = l,2,...,n are nonempty subsets of {l,2,...,m} then 

the survival function of (U^,!^,...»U^) is jointly V-* , where 

U. = min T.. 
1 jCJ, J 

Letting n = 1 we note that this property (P^) is stronger than the following 

property, which we name (S^): 

(S^). If the survival function of (T^,T2»...»T^) is jointly V-* then 

the survival function of U = min T. is (univariate) V for every • 
j€J J 

nonempty subset J ̂  {1,2,...,m} . 

In particular (S^) means that 

U . = min T. 
min , .. . i l<j<m J 

and the marginal variables T^, j = 1,2,...,m have survival functions which 

are V. Noting that the life length of a series system is the minimum of the 

life lengths of the components, the property (S^) means that each series sys

tem that can be formed from the components has a life distribution which is V. 
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As a proof of the statement that none of the jointly V-VS classes has 

the property (P^) Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977, p. 343) said that the 

Gumbel survival function (with 0 < Ô < 1), 

(3.4) F(t1,t2)_ - exp(-t1-t2-6t1t2) for t^tj > 0» 

satisfies the jointly VS version of the definitions but fails to satisfy 

(Pj)• This is true when V is IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE or DMRL. From our examp

les on pp. 19 and- 22 we get another proof of the fact that none of the 

jointly NBUE-VS and jointly DMRL-VS classes h$8 the property (P^) since they 

do not have the property (S3). From (3.1) it also follows that the jointly 

V-W classes, where V denotes IFR, IFRA, NBU, NBUE or DMRL, lack the property 

(P-j)* This means that the statement, made by Bu chanan and Singpurwalla (1977), 

that all the V-W classes have the property (P^) is not correct. 

When V is DFR, DFRA, NWU ,NWUE or IMRL the Gumbel survival function 

is not V-VS and accordingly we get no counterexamples i n these V-VS cases 

by using the Gumbel survival function in (3.4). Therefore, it is still an 

open question whether any of these dual jointly V-VS classes has the pro

perty (P3) . 

I disagree with Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1977) that the property (P^) 

is a reasonable requirement on such multivariate distributions as NBUE 

(NWUE) and DMRL (IMRL). Of course it is a good property of a life distri

bution class to be closed under different forms of stru ctures. For instance 

this is one of the main reasons for the importance of t he univariate IFRA 

class. Since the NBUE and DMRL classes of univariate life distributions 

not are closed under series structures I cannot see any reason of requiring 

(Sg), and accordingly not the stronger (P^)» i-n the bivariate and multivariate 

cases. 
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4. Bivariate shock mod-els 

Suppose that a device is subjected to shocks which occur randomly in time. 

Further, suppose that the device has the probability P(k) of surviving 

the first k shocks and let T denote the time to failure. Then the 

survival function H(t) = P(T > t) is given by 

00 

(4.1) H(t) = I P(S(t) = k)P(k) , 
k=0 

where S(t) denotes the number of shocks the device has been exposed to up 

to t. Different shock models which give rise to the survival function H(t) 

in (4.1) have been studied. One of the most wel l-known is the homogeneous 

Poisson shock model introduced by Esary, Marshall and Proschan (1973) in 

which the shocks occur according to a homogeneous Poisson process. Esary, 

Marshall and Proschan (1973) proved for this shock model that H(t) in 

(4.1) is IFR (DFR), 1FRA (DFRA), NBU (NWU), NBUE (NWUE) or DMRL (IMRL) if 

« 00 

(P(k))^_Q has the corresponding discrete property. Kiefsjö (1977) proved 

analogous results in the HNBUE and HNWUE cases. 

A natural extension to the bivariate situation is the following one. 

Suppose that two devices, I and II say, are subjected to shocks. Let 

and T2 denote the life lengths of the devices and let , j = 1,2, 

be the number of shocks on device j until failure. If further 

(4.2) P(kltk2) = P(NX > kx,N2 > k 2) for k^ = 0,1,2,... 

then the bivariate variable (T^,T2) has the survival function 

H(tl,t2) = P(T1 > t1,T2 > t2) 
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given by 

00 00 

(4.3) H(t.,tJ = E E P(S (t,) =k ,ST,(t2) -k2)P(k,,k„) , 
k1=0 k2=0 1 

where S^(t^) and are t*l€ number of shocks for which the devices 

have been exposed up to t^ and t^ respectively. 

4.1 The Marshall-Olkin Shock Model 

One possible model is obtained when the shocks occur according to a homo

geneous Poisson process with intensity 9 and upon occurrence of a shock 

both devices suffer damages. With 

M(t;j) = e 6t (y for j = 0,1,2, ... 

we can write the joint survival function in (4.3) as 

(4.4) H(t1,t2) 

Z E M(t1 ;j)M(t„ - t1;k)P(j,j +k) for 0 < t < t? 
j =0 k=0 

E E M(t„;j)M(t1 - t„;k)P(j +k,j) for 0 < t„ < t1 
j=0 k=0 

Following the terminology by Block (1977b) we name this model the Marshall-

Olkin Shook. Modßl. The reason for this name is that if the discrete bivariate 

variable (N^,N2) has a BVG distribution with Pqq = X^2/8, * X^/B, 

PlO = Ai0/e and Pu = 1 - pQ0 - pQ1 - p1Q then (Tj.T^ has the B VE sur

vival function in (2.5). 

The Marshall-Olkin Shock Model was first studied by A-Hameed and Proschan 

(1973) but only for a series system. Recently Marshall and Shaked (1979a) 

studied the model supposing that damages from succesive shocks are indepen

dent and accumulate additively and that failure on a devi ce occurs when its 

accumulated damage exceeds its breaking threshold. Marshall and Shaked (1979a) 

proved that the survival funct ion H(t^,t2) in (4.4) is bivariate IFRA of 

different forms depending on the distribution of the damages. 
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We shall in this section give some results in the bivariate NBU (NWU), 

bivariate NBUE (NWUE) and bivariate HNBUE (HNWUE) cases. 

Our first theorem concerns the NBU (NWU) case. 

THEOREM 4.1 The survival function H(t^,t2) in (4.4) is 

(i) NBU-S (NWU-S) if P(klfk2), k̂ ^ = 0,1,2,..., is discrete NBU-S 

(discrete NWU-S); 

(ii) NBU-VW (NWU-VW) if P(k]L,k2), k^kj = 0,1,2,..., is discrete NBU-VW 

(discrete NWU-VW); 

(iii) NBU-SIM (NWU-SIM) if P(kx,k2), k̂ ^ = 0,1,2,..., is discrete 

NBU-SIM (discrete NWU-SIM). 

REMARK We remind of the fact that the NBU-S (NWU-S) and NBU-W (NWU-W) 

conditions are equivalent. 

PROOF We only prove (iii). The proofs of (i) and (ii) are similar. Further 

we only study the NBU case . The ÎWU statement then follows by reversing all 

inequalities. 

(iii) It is sufficient to study the case when 0 < < tj and 0 < . 

With Ax = x2 - Xj and At = t2 - t^ we get that 

OO OO OO OO 
(4.7) H(x1,x2)H(t1,t2) = l l E E M(x1;j1)M(Ax;j2)M(t1;k1)• 

jr° j2=0 k1=0 k2=0 

•M(At;k2)P(j1,j1+j2)P(k1 ,k1+k2) 

and 

OO OO 

H(x1+t, ,x +t„) = E E M(x^t ;k )M(Ax+At;k9)P(k, ,k +k9) = 
k1-0 k2=0 

oo ki k2 
= E E E E M(x1;j.)M(t,;k -j )M(Ax;j.)• 
k1-0 k2=0 jx=0 j2=0 

•M(At;k2-j2)P(k1,k1+k2) . 
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k., 
00 V OO 00 

By changing the summation order from E E to E E for v = 1,2, 
kv=0 jy=0 Jv-® V^v 

setting k^ = + n^ and using the discrete NBU-SIM property we get the 

expression on the right hand side of (4.7) and the proof is complete. o 

In the NBUE (NWUE) case we have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 4.2 The survival function H(t^,t2) in (4.4) is 

(i) NBUE-S (NWUE-S) if P^,^), k^^ = 0,1,2, ..., is discrete NBUE-S 

(discrete NWUE-S); 

(ii) NBUE-W (NWUE-W) if P (^ ,k2) , k1 ,k2 = 0,1,2, ..., is discrete NBUE-W 

(discrete NWUE-W) and discrete NBUE-VW (discrete NWUE-VW). 

(iii) NBUE-W (NWUE-VW) if P^,^), k1,k2 = 0,1,2, ..., is discrete 

NBUE-VW (discrete NWUE-VW); 

(iv) NBUE-SW (NWUE-SW) if P^,^), ,̂k2 = 0,1,2, ... , is discrete 

NBUE-SW (discrete NWUE-SW); 

(v) NBUE-SS (NWUE-SS) if P (^ ,k2), ̂  ,k2 = 0,1,2, . . . , is discrete NBUE-SS 

(discrete NWUE-SS). 

PROOF We only prove (i), (ii) and (iv). The proofs of (iii) and (v) are 

similar. Further we only study the NBUE cases. The NWUE statements then 

follow by reversing all inequalities. 

(i) Suppose that 0 < x^ < x2 and let Ax = x2 - x^ . Then we get that 

00 

H(x ,x ) / H(t,t)dt= 
0 

, OO OO  ̂ f 00 00 N 

= < E E M(x.. ;k., )M(Ax;k9)P(k. ,k..+k9) f < E / M(t;j)dt P(j,j)? = 
Lk1-0 k2=0 11 1 J lj=0 0 J 

oo oo oo 

= e*1 E E M(x ;k )M(Ax;k2) E P(j, j)P(k ,k +kj > 
k1=0 k2=0 j=0 

00 oo oo 

> 6 " E E M(x1,k1)M(Ax;k2) E P(k^+j ,k^+k2+j) . 
k1=0 k2=0 j=0 

Here the inequality is a consequence of the discrete NBUE-S property. Further 
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00 00 00 Ç 00 

/ H(x1+t,x-+t)dt= Z E < / M(x1+t;k1)dt[M(Ax;k-)P(k1,k+k9) 
0  k 1 - 0  k 2 = 0  1  0  1  J  1 1 ^  

- oo oo k -y 

=6 Z Z Z M(x ;j)M(Ax;k9)P(k.,k.+k9) = 
k1=0 k2=0 j=0 

* 00 00 00 
= s Z Z Z MCXj;j)M(Ax;k2)P(j+n,j+n+k2) . 

j =0 k2=0 n=0 

Now the statement follows, 

(ii) Since 

/ /H(t. ,t»)dt,dt„ = I f H(t ,t„)dt dt + f f H(t. ,t_)dt.. dt9 
o ° z  t x<t 2  1  1  t x>t 2  1  Z  1  1  

r 00 OO OO 00 > 

= e'2\ Z Z P(k ,k +k ) + Z Z P(k +k„,k )> = 
lk1=0 k2=0 1 1 kx=0 k2=0 J 

= e~2{ £ 
^k,=0 k„=0 * " k=0 

00 00 00 1 
Z Z P(k1,k2) + Z P(k,k)J 

"1 2 

we get that 

00 00 00 

- -2 f -
H(x,x) / / H(t,,t9)dt1dt9 = 0 < Z Z Z M(x;j)P(j,j)P(k ,k? 

0 0 £ Lj»0 k =0 k2=0 

00 00 > 

+ Z Z M(x;j)P(j,j)P(k,k)l 
j-0 k=0 J 

Furthermore 

/ / H(x+t.,x+t9)dt1dt9 = 0 Z Z Z M(x;j)P(j+k.,j+k9) + 
0 0 lj«0 k1-0 k2=0 

OO 00 > 
+ Z E M(x;j)P(j+k,j+k) . 
j-0 k=0 J 

By using the discrete NBUE-W and discrete NBUE-VW properties we get that 

H(t1,t2) is NBUE-W. 

00 00 00 
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(iv) Suppose that 0 < and let Ax = X2~x^. Then 

OO OO 

(4.8) H(x.,x9) / / H(t1 ,t1+t)dt1dt = 
1  0 0  

O O O O  0 0  0 0  O O  0 0  
• E E M(x1;k)M(Ax;j)P(k,j+k)/ / E E M(t.;m)M(t;n)P(m,m+n)dt,dt 

j=0 k=0 0 0 ra=0 n=0 

00 00 00 00 

=0 E E E E M(x.;k)M(Ax;j)P(k,j+k)P(m,m+n) = 
j=0 k=0 m=0 n=0 

00 00 r 00 00 N 

= 0 E E M(x-;k)M(Ax; j)<P(k, j+k) E E P(m,m+n) r > 
j=0 k=0 ^ m=0 n=0 ^ 

00 00 00 00 

> 9 ^ E E M(x^;k)M(Ax;j) E E P(k+m,j+k+m+n) . 
j=0 k=0 m=0 n=0 

Here the inequality follows fron the discrete NBUE-SW property of P(k^,k2), 

^1*^2 = 0,1,2, ... . On the other hand 

00 00 00 00 

(4.9) / f H(x,+t.,x„+t.+t)dt1dt= / / E E M(x1+t,;a)M(Ax+t;3)P(a,a+3) 
0 0 0 0 a=0 3=0 

OO 00 fOO 00 ^ 
= E E \f f M(x1+t, ;a)M(Ax+t;8)dt1dt l"P(a,a+ß) = 
a=0 3=0l0 0 J 

_ 00 °° a 3 

= 0 E E E E M(x 1,Y)M(Ax;6)P(a,a+3) = 
a=0 3=0 y=0 6=0 

00 00 00 00 

=0 E E E E M(x-;y)M(Ax;6)P(v+y,v+y+6+y) . 
y=0 6=0 v=0 y=0 

By comparing the last expressions in (4.8) and (4.9) we obtain that 
00 00 _ 00 00 

H(x1 ,x9) / / H(t1 , t-.+t)dt-dt > f f H(x-+t. ,x9+t>t)dt dt. When 0 < x? < x-
1 0 0 00 1 1 ^1 1 

the proof is analogous. • 
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In the HNBUE (HNWUE) case we have the following theorem, 

THEOREM 4.3 The survival function H(t^,t2) in (4.4) is 

(i) HNBUE-S (HNWUE-S) if PO^.k^)» = 0,1,2, ..., is discrete 

HNBUE-S (discrete HNWUE-S); 

(ii) HNBUE-W (HNWUE-W) if P(k1,k2), k1,k2 = 0,1,2, ..., is discrete 

HNBUE-W (discrete HNWUE-W) and discrete HNBUE-VW (discrete HNWUE-VW) ; 

(iii) HNBUE-W (HNWUE-VW) if P^,^), k^^ = 0,1,2,..., is discrete 

HNBUE-VW (discrete HNWUE-VW); 

(iv) HNBUE-SW (HNWUE-SW) if P^.k^, k^^ = 0,1,2, ..., is discrete 

HNBUE-SW (discrete HNWUE-SW); 

(v) HNBUE-SS (HNWUE-SS) if Kk-^k^, l̂,^2 = O»1*2» •••> is discrete 

HNBUE-SS (discrete HNWUE-SS). 

PROOF We only prove (i), (ii), and (iv). The proofs of (iii) and (v) are 

similar. Further we only study the HNBUE cases. The HNWUE statements then 

follow by reversing all inequalities. 

In the proof we repeatedly use the following connections between the 

parameters of the BVE, the BVG and the Poisson process. 

(4.10) xi - ep01 a2 = 9p10 x12 = 6p00 

(4.11) ^i + ̂ 12 = 0^1_P1O_P11^ ^2 + ̂ 12 = 9^1~p01~pll^ 

(4.12) X = 8(1-p^), where X = X^ + X2 + X^2« 

These connections follow from straightforward calculations, by using (2.11), 

(2.12), (2.13), (2.17), (2.18), (2.19) and that 

00 00 

/ H(t1,0)dt = E P(k ,0)/e 
0 k1=0 

00 00 

/ H(0,t?)dt? = I P(0,k 7)/e 
0 k2=0 
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and 

UU r 00 00 X 

/ / H(t. ,t9)dt1 dt = < E E P(k, ,k9)+ E P(k,k) \ 
0 0 1 Mc -0 k2=0 k=0 J 

(i) Suppose that 0 < and let Ax = x2~x^. Then 

00 00 OO XX)  ̂

/ H(x1+t,x2+t)dt= E E |/ M(x1+t;k1>dt|M(Ax;k2)P(k1,k1+k2) 
0 k2*"0 0 

v 
00 00 Y 

= e"1 E E E M(x-;j)M(Ax;k?)P(k ,k +k ) = 
k1-0 k2=0 j-0 

'I/e2 

00 00 00 00 r OO -\ 

E E M(x ;j)M(Ax;k„){ E P(k..,kn+k9)>< 
j-0 k2=0 1 Mc^j J " 

< expC-epQj^Xj - 0(1 - p01 - P11)*2^ / ^ d " Pxl)9^ • 

Here the inequality follows by using the discrete HNBUE-S property. If 

®^tl»t2^ *s t*ie satisfying (2.8), (2.9) and (2.10) then 

00 

/ 6(x1+t,x2+t)dt = exp(-XjXj - (X2+X12)x2)/X , 

where X ̂  — 0pOi 9 ^2 + ̂ 12 "" ^^""^01 ""^11^ ^ "" ^l"*"^2**"^12 ~~ 

see (4.10), (4.11) and (4.L2)* This proves the statement. 

(ii) We subdivide the region of integration into two parts 

fiT = {(t1,t2): 0< t1< t2} and = {(t1,t2): 0< t2 < t^ . 

Calculations give 

00 ç 00 00  ̂

/ / H(x+t1,x+t2)dt1dt2 = 0 2 E < E E P(k2,k1+k2)>M(x; j) 
j=0l-k1=0 k2=j J 

and 
00 Ç 00 OO -N 

/ / H(x+-t^,x+t2)dt1dt2 = 0 2 E j E E P(k1+k2»k2)>M(x;j) . 
ftTT j=0Lk =0 k9=j •jj x u 2̂ 
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Thus 

/ / H(x+t.,x+t9)dt.dt„ 
0 0 Z 

oo r o o oo oo oo 
-2 f = e E { E E p(k2,k1+k2) 

VAJ \ 

+ E E P(k1+k2,k2)ÌM(x;j) . 
kl=0 k2=^ 

j=0 tk1=0 k2=j 

Since the expression within the braces can be written as 

00 00 

E E P(j + k1 ,j+k2) + E P(j+k,j+k) 
kx=0 k2=0 k=0 

we obtain, by using the discrete HNBUE-W and HNBUE-VW properties, that 

00 00 _ exp(-9(l - pn)x) r •> 
/ / H(x+t1 ,x+t9)dt1dt. < = + > . 
0 0 1 2 - 02(i-p ) ^"Poi"9!! P10~P11-^ 

Since 

/ / - ssLpl {,-Jj- • x—rr̂ } 

the statement follows frcm (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12). 

(iv) Suppose that 0 < x^ < x2- If G is the survival function of a 

BVE distribution then 

/ / G(x1+t1,x2+t2)dt,dt= exp(-X1H1 - (X 2+X 1 2)x2)/{X(X 2  +A 1 2)} . 
t  < t  £ 1 2 .  
1 - 2  

Furthermore, with Ax = x2~xi 2111(1 = t2_tl' we get that 

00 OO 

/ / H(x1+t1,x2+t2)dt1ét2 = E E J / / M(x1+t1;k1)M(Ax-At;k2)dt.dt >P(k .k^k^ 
t15t2 kl=0 k2=0-tl£t2 

oo oo k ̂ k 2 

= 6 2 E E E E M(x1 ; j1)M(Ax; j„)P(k, ,k +k9) = 
k=0 k2=0 ĵ O j2=0 

00 00 ^ 00 00 . 
= e" E E M(x ;j )M(Ax;j_V E E Pa^k.+k-H < 

jr° j2=0 VikÀ J 

5 exp(-0polx1 - 9(1 - p01 - P;L1)x2)/{02(l - Pll) (1 - p01 - Pll)} . 

Here the inequality follows from the discrete HNBUE-SW property. By 

using (4.10), (4.11) and (4.12) the statement now follows. a 
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Results corresponding to those in Theorems 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 hold with 

fV-*ff and "discrete V-*,f changed to "jointly V-*M and "jointly 

discrete V-*M, respectively. Let H^Ct) and H ^(t) denote the marginal 

survival functions of H(t^,t2) and let Pj(k), k = 0,1 ,2,..., and P^Ck), 

k = 0,1,2,..., denote the marginal survival probabilities of P(k^,k2)> 

^1*^2 = • Since 

00 

H.(t) = I M(t;k)P.(k) for j = I,II, 
J k=0 J 

it follows from Theorems 3.1 and 3.2 in Esary, Marshall and Proschan (1973) 

and Theorem 5.1 in Klefsjö (1977) that ÏL(t), j » I,II, is NBU (NWU), 

NBUE (NWUE) or HNBÜE (HNWUE) if P^(k), k = 0,1,2,... , has the corresponding 

discrete property. 

4.2 The Buchanan-Singpurwalla Shock Model 

Another interesting shock model is obtained when three independent homo

geneous Poisson processes Z^(t), Z^(t) and ^2^ with intensities 6^, 

and 9^2^ resPectî-vely* deliver shocks on the two components I and 

II in the manner described in Section 2.3. If S^(t^) anc* ^n^2^ ̂ 8" 

note the number of shocks the two components have received up to t^ and t^9 

respectively, then S (t^) » + Zi2^tl^ and SII^t2^ = Z2^2^ + Z12^t2^' 

By using the notations 

M(x1,x2;j1,j2) = P(SI(x1) =j1»SII(x2) =j2) 

M(x;j19j2) = M(x,x;j1,j2) 

**I (xi; J i> = P<SI (x1) = j1) 

MII ̂x2'^2^ = p(sII(x2^ = ̂ 2^ 

and the fact that a homogeneous Poisson process has stationary and indepen

dent increments we can write the survival fun ction H(t^,t2) in (4.3) as 
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(4.13) H(trt2) = 

OO OO 

E E 
r° 

^ 2~' 

OO OO 

E E 
1=° j2* 

for O < t 1< t 2  

for 0 < t 2  < tj 

This shock model was studied by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1975) when the 

number of shocks to failure are independent, i.e. P(k^,k2) = P^(k^)P^^(k2), 

ki»k2 * 0,1,2, ... . Because of this Block (1977b) named the model the 

Buehcman-Sirigpupwalta Shook Model. We shall use this name, too. We want 

to mention, however, that the major part of the paper by Buchanan and 

Singpurwalla (1975) is based on the paper by Buchanan (1974). 

Theorem 7.8 in Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1975) state, for some diffe

rent combinations of V and *, that H(t^,t2) is V-* if P^(k^), 

k^ = 0,1,2,..., and ^2 = 0,1,2,..., are discrete V. One of 

these statements is obtained when V = NBU (NWU) and * = S. This result 

has independently been proved by Ohi and Nishida (1978). We shall now give 

a more general theorem in the bivariate NBU (NWU) case. 

THEOREM 4.4 The survival function H(t^,t2) in (4.13) is NBU-SIM (NWU-SIM) 

if P(k^,k2), k ,̂k2 = 0,1,2,..., is discrete NBU-VS (discrete NWU-VS). 

PROOF Suppose that 0 < x^ < x2 and 0 < tj < t2 and let Ax = x2~xi 

and At = t2 - t^ . Then, by using (4.13), we get that 

OO OO oo 

H(xi+ti,x2+t2) = E E E M(x1+t1;i1,m.2)M (Ax+At;n2)P(i ,m2+n 
i^=0 m2=0 n2=0 

Writing 

L1 m2 
M(x1+t1;i1,m2) = E E M(x1;j1,k2)M(t1;i1-j1,m2-k2) 

jl=° k2=0 

and 

n2 
MI3.(Ax+At;n2) = E .(Ax;s2)MII (At;n2~s2) 

s 2=0 
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we get, by changing the summation orders, that H(x^+t^ ,x 2+t 2) can be 
00 00 00 00 00 00 

w r i t t e n  a s  a  sum E E E E E EG, where the general term G is 
jj=0 m1=0 k2=0 j2=0 s2=0 i2=0 

G - M(x1;j1,k2)M(t1;m1,j2)MII(Ax;s2)MII(At;i2)P(j1+m1,k2+j2+i2+s2) . 

By using (4.13) we can write H(x1,x2)H(t1,t2> too as just the same sum 

with the general term 

G = M(x1;j1,k2)M(t1;m1,j2)MII(Ax;s2)MII(At;i2)P(jt,k2+s2)P(m1,i2+j2). 

This means that H(x1,x2)H(t1,t2) < Hfaj+tj,x2+t2) if 

P(j1»k2+s2^^ml,i2+-'2'> - ̂ ^i+mi»i2+j2+k2+S2) 

for all non-negative values of the included indices, and this holds since 

P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 0,1,2,..., is discrete NBU-VS. 

The case 0 < x2 < x^, 0 < t2 < t^ can be treated in the same wa y. From 

this follows the NBU statemen t. The proof in the NVJU case follows by rever

sing all inequalities. • 

The survival function H(t^,t2) is jointly NBU-S (NWU-S) if it is 

NBU-SIM (NWU-SIH). Furthermore, PO^.kj), k1,k2 = 0,1,2,..., is jointly 

discrete NBU-VS (jointly discrete NWU-VS) if P(k^,k2) = Pj(kj)Pjj(k2), 

where P^(k^), k^ « 0,1,2,..., and ^jj(k2)* ̂  = 0,1,2,..., are discrete 

NBU (discrete NWU). Accordingly, Theorem 4.4 includes the NBU (NWU) result 

by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1975) and Ohi and Nishida (1978). 

We have not been able to weaken the condition that P(k^,k2), k^,k2 = 

0,1,2, is discrete NBU-VS (discrete NWU-VS) when proving that H(t1,t2) 

is NBU-S (NWU-S) and NBU-VW (NWU-VW). Furthermore, it does not seem to 

be sufficient that P(k1,k2), ,̂k2 = 0,1,2, . .., is discrete NBU-VS (dis

crete NWU-VS) to ensure H(t1,t2) to be NBU-VS (NWU-VS). 

The different NBUE (NWUE) and HNBUE (HNWUE) definitions all include 

sane form of integral. Therefore, when we now pass to study these aging 

properties, we need the notations 
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(4.14) A(kx,k.2) = / / P(SI(t1)=k1,SII(t2)=k2)dt1dt2 for > 0 

and 
00 

(4.15) B(k1>k2) = / P(SI(t)=k1,SII(t)=k2)dt for k^^ > 0. 

THEOREM 4.5 The survival function H(t^,t2) in (4.13) is 

(i) NBUE-S (NWUE-S) if 

00 00 00 00 

(4.16) E E B ( j i, j2)PUi+k^,j2+k2^ - ̂  P(klfk2) E E ß( j i, j 2)P(j j» j 2> 
jl=° j2=o jx-o j2=o 

for k^,k2 = 0,1,2, ... ; 

(ii) NBÜE-W (NWUE-W) if 

00 00 00 00 

(4.17) E E A(j1,j2)P(j1+k^,j2+k2)<(>)P(k1,k2) E E A(j1,j2)P(j1>j2) 
j^O j2=o j^O j2=o 

for k^,k2 = 0,1,2, ... ; 

(iii) NBUE-SW (NWUE-SW) if 

00 00 00 00 00 00 

E E E B(j 1,j2)P(j1+k1,j2+k2+n2)<(>)P(k1,k2) E E E 
n2=° 1̂=° j 2=° 3

 
ro

 II O
 

C_
».
 

1—»
 II O
 

j2=0 

and 

00 00 00 
E E E : 

n!=0 j1=0 v° 

* P(j j » j 2+n2^ 

00 00 00 

E E # E B(j ,j )P(j +k +n1,j2+k2)<(>)P(k1,k2> E E E B(j j ). 
n1=0 j ̂=0 j 2=0 n^O j1=0 j2=0 

* P ( j i+ni > j 2^ 

for k1,k2 = 0,1,2, ... ; 
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(iv) NBUE-SS (NWUE-SS) if 

E P(j1+k1,j2+k2)<(>)P(k1,k2) E P(j1,j2) 

^2^2 ^2 

and 

E P(j1+k1,j2+k2)<(>)P(k1,k2) E P(j1,j2) 

jr®i 

for all non-negative values of the included indices, 

PROOF (i) By using (4.13) we can write H(x^+t,x2+t) as 

00 00 00 00 

H(x1+t,x2+t) = E E E E M(x1,x2;k1,k2)M(t;jj,j2)P(j1+k1,J2+k2) 
jx-0 j2=0 kx=0 k2=0 

From this follows that 

00 00 00 00 

(4.18) / H(x,+t,x_+t)dt« E E E E M(x-,x„;k.,k2)B(j1,j_)• 
0 1 L j1-0 j2=0 kx-0 k2=0 

*P(ji+ki» J 2+k2) 

In an analogous way we get that 

00 00 OO 00 00 
(4.19) H(x. ,x_)/ H(t,t)dt = E E E E M(x. ,x ;k, ,k„)B(j j ) • 

1 1 0 j 1=0 j 2=0 k̂ O k2=0 

•P(j1,j2)P(k1,k2) 

Comparing (4.18), and (4.19) we get the statement by using (4.16). 

The statements in (ii), (iii) and (iv) can be proved in a similar way. 

• 

As for the Harshall-Olkin Shock Model we get that the marginal sur

vival functions of HU^t^ are NBUE if the marginal survival proba

bilities of P(kltk2), kx,k2 = 0,1,2,..., are discrete NBUE. 

We notice that only the conditions in the NBUE-SS (NWUE-SS) case are 

free from A(k^,k2) and B(k^,k2). -
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The conditions (4.16) and (4.17) can be interpreted as different gene

ralizations of the univariate condition that 

This inequality is used when proving that the survival function H(t) 

in (4.1) is NBUE (NWUE); see Esary, Marshall and Proschan (1973). When the 

shocks occur according to a homogeneous Poisson process this inequality is 

equivalent to that P(k), k = 0,1,2,..., is discrete NBUE (discrete NWUE) 

00 

since fQ P(S(t)=k)dt is independent of k. 

The NBUE-W (NWUE-W) situation, when PCk^k^ = P^k^P^k^, was 

studied by Buchanan and Singpurwalla (1975) but their proof is (as in a 

corresponding DMRL-W situation) based on the incorrect statement that 

A(k^,k2) = 1 for = 0>1>2 In fact A(k^,k2) and B(k^,k2) 

depend on k^ and k2 in a complicated way. If 

oo oo k k 
$(z1,z2,t1,t2) = E E P(SI(t1) =k1,SII(t2) =k2)z11z2 

k^=0 k2=0 

denotes the probability generating function of (S^(t^) ,S^(t2)) then 

Ån$(z1,z2,t1,t2) = (1-zi)ti~(e2+912^(1"z2^t2+ei2^1~Zl^(1"zi2^m^n^tl»t2^ 

(cf. Cox and Lewis (1974), p. 423). With 

oo ç oo r 
/{ Z P(S(t)=k)P(j+k)[dt < (>) / <P(j) 
r> J n 

I P(S(t)-k)P(kHdt 
k=0 J 

OO 00 

l(z-)Zn) S S $(z^,Zft,t^,t~)dt, dt 
1  0  0  1 ^ 1 /  1  1 ' 2' 1' 2 12 

1 
{(0,+e (01+012)(l-z1) + (02+012)(l-z 

1 

where 

we get that 

V *2 
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In a similar way we have 

Vk2. 
»/i , ^ - 1 ( 3 K \ 
B(k. ,kj) t- rr i l k k / ' 

l z k1,K2* \ Ki 2 'z,=z„=0 
3 zx 3 z2 "1 2 

where 

-1 
(4.20) K(Z1,Z2) = / ®(z1,z2,t,t)dt = (0JJ- 91z1_02Z2"ei2ZlZ2) * 

We have not been able to get a general explicit expression of A(k^,k2). 

However, by using the expression of P(S^(t)=k^,Sj^.(t)=k2) (see e.g. 

Barlow and Proschan (1975), p. 137) we get that 

k 0^ e!j2":'/k1+k9-jY / kj\ 
BO^) - f HslM.h,sllM.k2Ht - Zo ( ìrJ2 ) [ / 

where k = min(k^,k2). We also point out that B(k^,k2) can be calculated 

successively by using the recursive formulas 

0£,B(j ,0) - 0^B(j-1,0) = 0 for j > 1 

0zB(j,k) - 0XB( j-l,k)-02B(j,k-l)-012B(j-l,k-l) = 0 for j>l,k 

9^B(j>j+n) =0^B(j+n,j) for n > 0 

which can be derived from (4.20). 

We now turn to the HNBUE situation. But to simplify the imposed condi

tions in our theorem we suppose that P(k^,k2) = P^(k^)P^j. (k2) for k^,k2 = 

= 0,1,2 Furthermore we introduce the notations 

oo oo 

Y-j^ = £ ^i^kl^ and Y2 = 2 ^11 ̂ k2^ 
kx=0 k2=0 

and 

Ql(kl) =(1-7^) 1 and Qn(k2) =(1-yj) ? for kl'k2 = °'1'2' 

We also need the following lemma. 
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LEMMA 4.6 Let îï(t^,t2) be the survival function in (4.13). Suppose that 

P(k1,k2) = PI(k1)P1I(k2), kx,k2 = 0,1,2, Further, suppose that 

O O O O  0 0  0 0  
(4.21) Z Z B(k1,k2)PI(k1)PII(k2+n2)<(>) Z Z B(k1,k2)QI(k1)QII(k2+n2) 

and 

ki=0 k2=0 k^=0 k2=0 

00 00 00 00 

(4.22) Z Z B(k1,kJP_(k1+n1)PTT(k9)<(>) Z Z B(k-,k„)QT(k +n )Q (k ) 
kx=0 k2=0 t- ~ — k^=0 k^=0 

for "" ' 

or that 

OO 00 

(4.23) E PI(n1)PII(k2+n2)<(>) E Qx(k2+n2) 
k2--0 k2~0 

and 

(4.24) E PI(k1+n1)PII(n2)<(>) E QI(k1+n1)QII (n2) 
k1=0 k^=0 

for n^,n2 = 0,1,2, ... 

Then 

00 00 - Hi Y2\ (al a2 ei2 \ _ 1  
(4.25) // . 

where a^ = + a2 = ®2+^12* 

PROOF First suppose that (4.21) and (4.22) hold. If 0 < x^ < we have 

00 00 00 

(4.26) H(x1,x2) = Z Z Z M(x1;j,k)MII(Ax;n)PI(j)PII(k+n) 
j=0 k=0 n=0 

Repeated integration then gives 

00 00 00 

/ / H(x1,x2)dx1dx2 = — Z Z Z B(j,k)P (j)P (k+n) . 
x2>x^ 2 j=0 k=0 n=0 

By integrating f I H(x^,x2)dx^dx2 in an analogous way and using (4.21) 

xl-x2 
and (4.22) the statement follows. 
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Now suppose that (4.23) and (4.24) hold. If 0 < x^ < x2 we get from 

(4.26) that 

00 00 00 

/ H(x1,x2)dx2 =-̂ ~ Z Z Z M(x1;j,k)P (j)P (k+n) . 
x^ 2 j=0 k=0 n=0 

By using (4.23) we get that 

00 

/ 
X 

0  y o o o o  /  \  J  /  \ k  
rH(x1,x2)dx <(>)-^ S Z M(x ;j,k)(l--i-) (l--p) . 
1 2 j=0 k=0 V V V V 

Accordingly 

Y2 / 1 1 \ 
f I H(x ,x„)dxidx <(>)-=• Kl 1 - — , 1 - ~ ) . 
>x 1 z 1 z 2 ^ 1 Y2 ' 

X2-"l 

Treating / / H(x^,x2)dx^dx2 in an analogous way the statement follows 
Xi<X, 
1 2 

since (4.20) gives that 

Kfl-J- 1 1 ̂  - Cl , a2 6l2 "̂1 
V Ï! ' Y2; VY-l Y2 Y1Y27 

THEOREM 4.7 Suppose that P^(k^), k^ =0,1,2, ..., and P^j(k2), k2= 

0,1,2, ..., are discrete HNBUE (discrete HNWUE). Then the survival func

tion H(tpt2) in (4.13) is 

(i) jointly HNBUE-S (jointly HNWUE-S) if 

00 00 00 00 

(4.27) Z Z B(k ,k„)P (k +n )P (k,+n )<(>) Z Z B(k k )• 
•kj-0 k 2=0 k^=0 k2=o 

.Ql(kl+nl)Qn(k2+n2) 

for n^,n2 = 0,1,2, ... ; 

(ii) jointly HNBUE-W (jointly HNWUE-W) if 

00 00 00 00 

(4.28) Z Z A(k,,k_)P (k1+n,)PT (k„+n„)<(>) Z Z A(k1,k?)» 
k1=0 k 2=0 - ki=0 k2=0 

•Ql 

for n^,n2 0,1,2, ... , 
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(iii) Jointly HNBUE-SW (jointly HNWUE-SW) if 

00 00 OO 00 

E E B(k ,k2)P (k +n )P (k9+n9)<(>) E E B(k.,k0)» 
kx=o k2=o 1 1 1 1 i1 2 2 - - ki=0 k2=0 1 2 

*Ql(k1+n1)QII(k2+n2) 

for n^,n2 = 0,1,2, ... ; 

(iv) jointly HNBUE-SS (jointly HNWUE-SS) if 

VV. 1  VV. z  
J 2 - 0  J2=0 

and 

•VV.z nV .z „VW 
Jj-o jx-0 

for n^,n 2  = 0,1,2, ... . 

PROOF We only prove (i) and (iii). The proofs of (ii) and (iv) are similar. 

Further we only study the HNBUE situation. Then the HNWUE statements follows 

by reversing all inequalities. 

To prove the theorem we shall use that if 

G(ti»t2) = exp(-X1t1-À2t2-X12max(t1,t2)) for > 0 

is the BVE survival function for which 

/ G(tn ,0)dt. = / H(tn ,0)dt. , 
0 0 L 

/ G(0,t„)dt9 = / H(0,t9)dt9  
0 0 

and 

/ f G(t. ,t9)dt1 dt = f f H(t. ,t9)dt1dt 
0 0  0 0  i z i z  

then it can be proved that 

01+012 a^ 
(4.29) Xt+X,,, = ——— = — 

1 12 Yl Yl 

®2+®12 a2 
(4.30) V*12 = ^ 

and 
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X = îi + îl-J- pL + Il) 
12 Y2 ^12 1 a2' 

00 00 

U 1 9  = / / HCt^tJdt.dt, . 
iz Q Q 

(i) We get that 

00 00 00 00 00 

/ H(x1+t,x2+t)dt = E E E E M^^jnpii^BCk^k^PjCkj+npPjjCk^+i^) < 
O k^=0 k2=0 11^=0 n2=0 

00 00 00 00 / v k +n / \ k +n 

< E E E E M(x X ;n n )B(k ,k )(l-^) 1 Yl-^) 2 2 = 
k1=0 k2=0 n1=0 n2=0 *• * \ Yx / \ Y2 / 

= k(ì-^-, i-J-) E E Mfa X ;n n )(l-i)ni(l-^-)n2 = 
V Y1 Y2/n1-0n2-0 1 Z 1 M 'lM V 

= k{i - —, 1 - —ì 1 - -i-, 1 - -1-, xn , x0ì . v yx' y2/ V r1 y2 1 2/ 

Here the inequality follows from (4.27). From this follows that 

( alXl a2X2 ®L2 \/(al a2 012\ 
f H< Vt > Vt>dt<exp(- —  • — n i t t(x 1,x 2))/(- +--—) . 

If G(t^,t2) =exp(-X^t^-X2t2_X^2max(t^,t2)) is a BVE survival function 

then 

00 

/ G(x1+t,x2+t)dt = exp(-(X1+X12)x1 - (X2+X12)x2 + Î2m:'"n^xl,x2^ ̂l+^2+^12^ * 

00 

Further (4.31) and Lemma 4.6 give that X^ 1 ®12^1^2 * Since / G(x^+t,x2+t)dt 

is a decreasing function of X^ the statement now follows by using the 

connections (4.29) and (4.30) between the parameters. 

(iii) Suppose that 0 < x^ < x^ and 0 < t^ < t^ and let Ax = x2~xi 

and At = t2~ tx* Then 

OO 00 00 

HCx^t. ,x?+t2) = E E E M(x1+t1 ;j ,k9)M (Ax+At;n9)P (jJP (k9+n9) . 
j1=0 k2=0 n2=0 L l L z 1.L i i i ii i i 

(4.31) 

where 
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Repeated integration shows that 

OO OO 

f f HCx.+t.,x +t9)dt.dt„ 
00 

can be written as a sum 

OO OO OO OO oo oo 

z z z z z Z G , 

O
 

II 
T—

1 k2=0 m^=0 

O
 

II 
C

M
 
e j2-° O
 

II 
C

M
 

CO 

where the general term G is 

G =B(m1,m2)M(x1;k1,k2)MII(Ax;j2)PI(k1+m1)PII(j2+k2+m2+s2) . 

The rest of the proof is analogous to that of (i) and we omit the rather 

tedious details. • 

We close this section with some comments. 

We have not been able to find any reasonable conditions on P(k^,k2), 

kx,k2 = 0,1,2 under which H(t1,t2) is NBUE-VS (NWUE-VS) or HNBUE-VS 

(HNWUE-VS). Furthermore, to prove that HCt^t^ is NBUE-VW (NWUE-VW) or 

HNBUE-VW (HNWUE-VW) we need the same conditions on P(k^,k2), k ,̂k2 = 0,1,2,..., 

as in the corresponding SS case. 

In Theorems 4.5 and 4.7 we note that only in the SS cases are the re

quired conditions independent of A(k^,k2) and B(k^,k2). Since A(k^,k2) 

and B(k^,k2) are difficult to handle this can be interpreted as a good 

property of the NBUE-SS (NWUE-SS) and HNBUE-SS (HNWUE-SS) classes. 

We also note that to ensure the survival function H(t^,t2) to be 

V-* under the Buchanan-Singpurwalla Shock Model we have in most cases 

required conditions which are much more complicated than those needed under 

the Marshall-Olkin Shock Model. An interesting area for further studies is 

therefore if the different conditions containing A(k^,k2) and B(k^,k2) 

can be changed to other conditions which are easier to handle. 
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Note added in proof 

Since this paper was written the author has been aware of the multivariate 

IFRA definition given by Block and Savits (1977) and the multivariate NBU 

definitions given by Marshall and Shaked (1979b) and El-Neweihi, Proschan 

and Sethuraman (1980). 
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